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A B S T R A C T :
Opinion mining is one of the most important research tasks in the information retrieval research community. With the huge 
volume of opinionated data available on the Web, approaches must be developed to diﬀerentiate opinion from fact. In this 
paper, we present a lexicon-based approach for opinion retrieval. Generally, opinion retrieval consists of two stages: 
relevance to the query and opinion detection. In our work, we focus on the second state which itself focusses on de-tecting 
opinionated documents . We compare the document to be analyzed with opinionated sources that contain subjective 
information. We hypothesize that a document with a strong si-milarity to opinionated sources is more likely to be 
opinionated itself. Typical lexicon-based approaches treat and choose their opinion sources according to their test 
collection, then cal-culate the opinion score based on the frequency of subjective terms in the document. In our work, we 
use diﬀerent open opinion collections without any speciﬁc treatment and consider them as a reference collection. We then 
use language models to determine opinion scores. The analysis document and reference collection are represented by 
diﬀerent language models (i.e., Dirichlet, Jelinek-Mercer and two-stage models). These language models are generally used 
in information retrieval to represent the relationship between documents and queries. However, in our study, we modify 
these language models to represent opinionated documents. We carry out several ex-periments using Text REtrieval 
Conference (TREC) Blogs 06 as our analysis collection and Internet Movie Data Bases (IMDB), Multi-Perspective Question 
Answering (MPQA) and CHESLY as our reference collection. To improve opinion detection, we study the impact of using 
diﬀerent language models to represent the document and reference collection alongside diﬀerent com-binations of opinion 
and retrieval scores. We then use this data to deduce the best opinion de-tection models. Using the best models, our 
approach improves on the best baseline of TREC Blog (baseline4) by 30%.
1. Introduction
The large volume of opinionated data on the Web has caused a recent increase in a number of online phenomena, such as online
shopping and online elections. These opinionated data need to be manipulated in order to analyze, deduce or predict users choices in
a variety of domains. Unlike traditional topic-based retrieval, the documents returned by opinion mining should not only be relevant
to the topic but contain opinions about it.
While blogs are a rich source of opinions, they makes opinion detection more diﬃcult because bloggers have a speciﬁc language
that incorporates emoticons and does not respect grammatical rules. In 2006, TREC (Voorhees, 2006) debuted a special track with the
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main task of gathering opinions on various topics. Over the years, several research groups at TREC have developed diﬀerent ap-
proaches for opinion retrieval. Their aim was to retrieve a set of opinionated documents for a given set of topics. These approaches
ranked the retrieved list of opinionated documents in three diﬀerent ways: using machine learning-based classiﬁers (Liu, 2015;
Mullen & Collier, 2004; Pang & Lee, 2004; Riloﬀ & Wiebe, 2003), lexical sentiment dictionaries (Hannah, Macdonald, Peng, He, &
Ounis, 2007; Laﬀerty & Zhai, 2001; Song, Qin, Shi, Lin, & Yang, 2007) or probabilistic models (Huang & Croft, 2009; Mei, Ling,
Wondra, Su, & Zhai, 2007a; Zhang & Ye, 2008). Most opinion retrieval approaches are designed to work in two phases: topic-
relevance retrieval and opinion retrieval. During the topic-relevance retrieval phase, a list of relevant documents is retrieved and
ranked according to documents relevance to the given topic. In the opinion retrieval phase, this list is then ranked again by combining
each documents relevance and opinion scores. Diﬀerent works combine both scores (relevant and opinion) and have reported some
improvements in opinion detection. TREC organizers have published baselines to encourage participants to experiment further with
TREC approaches. In this study, we focus on the opinion retrieval phase. We therefore use the strongest provided TREC baseline
(baseline4) Ounis, Macdonald, and Soboroﬀ (2009) for determining topic relevance, while relying on language modeling techniques
for opinion retrieval. To determine if a document is opinionated or not, we match its language model with the language models of
documents containing subjective information (i.e., our reference collection). If a document is determined to be similar to our col-
lection, we conclude that it is opinionated. The novelty and eﬀectiveness of this approach rely on the following key features:
• We use various open and available subjective resources;
• We use diﬀerent methods to calculate opinion scores;
• We adapt the language models used for opinion detection;
• We compare diﬀerent language models for representing the analysis document and reference collection in order to ﬁnd the models
that most improve opinion detection as compared to the best baseline provided by TREC (baseline4).
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we describe related work on the opinion retrieval phase. In Sections 3 and 4, we
describe our proposed approach in detail. In Section 5, we discuss the experiments and the obtained results. Finally, we conclude the
paper and summarize our ﬁndings.
2. Related work
There are several extant studies in the ﬁeld of opinion mining. Some of these use approaches with a classiﬁer that takes data as its
input and produces output against testing data. With these approaches, diﬃculties include determining the features that represent
opinionated documents, identifying the best classiﬁers for a better result, and choosing the training collection that represents the
most subjective words. The features used to represent opinionated documents include, for example, the number of adjectives, verbs
and adverbs (Bifet & Frank, 2010; Li, Mukherjee, Si, & Liu, 2015; Pang, Lee, & Vaithyanathan, 2002; Wang, Sun, Mukhtar & Rohini,
2008; Yang, Callan, & Si, 2006; Zhang, 2006). Some studies, meanwhile, examine the grammatical relations between diﬀerent terms
in a document. These studies suggest that subjectivity can only be measured in context, because some words, such as “like”, are
considered subjective, when they are used in other sentences they may no longer express an opinion, such as in the sentence “it looks
like a cat” (Agarwal, Xie, Vovsha, Rambow, & Passonneau, 2011; Liu, Liu, Zhang, Kim, & Gao, 2016; Saif, He, Fernandez, & Alani,
2014; Saif, He, Fernández, & Alani, 2016; Seki & Uehara, 2009; Wang, Chen, & Liu, 2016). Some studies, such as the work of
Aidan, Kushmerick, and Smyth (2002), classify features of opinionated documents into two categories: those that depend on the
query and incorporate relevance and opinion into the learning phase (Saif et al., 2014; Seki, Kino, Sato, & Uehara, 2007), and those
that use characteristics independent of the topic and do not incorporate relevance into the learning phase. Furthermore, while some
studies use a single classiﬁer like support vector machine (SVM), naive bayes or logistic regression to return opinionated documents,
others use multiple diﬀerent classiﬁers to compare their impacts on opinion detection (Balahur, 2016; Balahur & Jacquet, 2015;
Bauman, Liu, & Tuzhilin, 2016; Fu, Abbasi, Zeng, & Chen, 2012; Lu, Mamoulis, Pitoura, & Tsaparas, 2016; Mullen & Collier, 2004;
Pang & Lee, 2004; Riloﬀ & Wiebe, 2003; Seki et al., 2007; Tu, Cheung, Mamoulis, Yang, & Lu, 2016). Finally, some pre-existing
approaches use internal collections built directly from the collection to be analyzed for collections training, while others use external
collections built from independent collections of the analyzed collection (Aidan et al., 2002; Baccianella, Esuli, & Sebastiani, 2010;
Bifet & Frank, 2010; Pak & Paroubek, 2010; Seki et al., 2007). Due to their reliance on machine learning, these approaches are
dependent on learning the data, features and choices of the classiﬁer being used. Other studies use dictionaries of subjective words to
identify opinionated documents, considering documents that contain many subjective words to be opinionated. Sometimes, these
dictionaries are directly prepared from the test data collection. Other times, ready-made lexical dictionaries like General Inquiry
(Stone, Dunphy, Smith, & Ogilvie, 1966) or SentiWordNet (SWN) (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006) are used, although some studies report
that these are less eﬀective than lexicons extracted from the test data collection itself (Andreevskaia & Bergler, 2006; Laﬀerty & Zhai,
2001). While many approaches use individual words for processing semantic information, some approaches use natural language
processing techniques that consider not only the word but the entire sentence (Agarwal et al., 2011; Castro-Espinoza, Gelbukh, &
González-Mendoza, 2013; Liu et al., 2016; Tang, Tan, & Cheng, 2009; Thelwall, Buckley, & Paltoglou, 2012; Thelwall, Buckley,
Paltoglou, Cai, & Kappas, 2010). These approaches are typically based on the presence or absence of a subjective term in a document,
and do not incorporate the frequency of the subjective term in question. However, a term that reoccurs several times in a document
suggests a stronger opinion than one that appears only once. This issue helps to explain why relatively few studies employ language
models to identify opinionated documents. Language modeling has proved its worth in the ﬁeld of information retrieval (Song &
Croft, 1999) for ad-hoc information retrieval tasks based on probability to represent a model of document and a model of query.
Similarly, researchers have exploited the beneﬁts of language modeling in opinion mining as well. In particular, the authors of
Huang and Croft (2009) propose a uniﬁed opinion-retrieval model based on the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence between the two
probability distributions of the opinion relevance model and the document model. The authors divide sentiment words into query-
dependent and query-independent categories by using sentiment expansion techniques, and then integrate them into a mixed model.
In order to extract sentiment words, Cornell movie review datasets, the MPQA corpus1 and TREC Blog 06 (Macdonald & Ounis, 2006)
are used as opinionated collections. The authors of Zhang and Ye (2008) propose a generative model to unify topic relevance and
opinion scores. The authors use a language model approach with smoothing to couple retrieval and opinion scores. Diﬀerent sen-
timent lexicons like Wornet, General Inquiry and HowNet are used to calculate opinion scores, while binary independent retrieval is
used to calculate topic relevance scores. The authors of Mei, Ling, Wondra, Su, and Zhai (2007b) also create a probabilistic model to
capture the mixture of topics and sentiments simultaneously present in consumer products. The opinion score for a given product is a
mixture of a variety of facets. However, associating a sentiment with products and facets is challenging. This approach has been
tested with the small-scale collection OpinMind.2 The authors of Mei et al. (2007a) propose an opinion retrieval model using the
framework of generative language modeling. They model a collection of natural language documents or statements, each containing
topic-bearing and sentiment-bearing words. Sentiment is either represented by a group of predeﬁned seed words or extracted from a
training sentiment corpus. This model has been demonstrated to be eﬀective on the MPQA corpus. Our approach is based on using
language models to identify opinionated documents. In contrast to pre-existing work, we use diﬀerent open, subjective resources
without any prior treatment; adapt the language model of information retrieval in opinion detection and analyze the diﬀerent factors
that impact opinions in order to best represent our documents.
3. Our opinion ﬁnding approach
In our approach, we consider that a document contains an opinion if it is generated by a language model associated with
opinionated documents. To construct a model of opinionated language, we rely on a reference collection containing opinionated
documents. Similarly, we also model the analysis document in the form of a language model. In order to measure the degree of
subjectivity (i.e., the presence of opinions) in the document, we measure the similarity between the two models. In Fig. 1, we describe
the steps of our proposed lexical approach. These steps are as follows:
• Step 1: Determine relevance to the query: The process of opinion detection must return documents containing opinions that are
relevant to the given query.
• Step 2: Perform opinion detection: To identify opinionated documents, we use diﬀerent subjective resources, such as IMDB, CHESLY,
ROTTEN and MPQA. We call these resources the reference collection, and consider it our opinion collection. We then represent
the reference and documents collections in a variety of diﬀerent ways using several language models.
The aim is to represent the collection and the document to be analyzed as accurately as possible. After modeling the analysis
document and the reference collection, we measure the similarity of the two models using their opinion scores. The focus of our work
is therefore the accurate modeling of the document and reference collection and the calculation of opinion scores. In the following
sections, we detail our approach.
3.1. Language model to represent document
There are diﬀerent language models used in the ﬁeld of Information retrieval. We adapt some of them to the opinion detection by
introducing the notion of opinion. For that we consider four models to represent the test document : Maximum Likelihood (ML),
Dirichlet (DIR), Jenlinek Merker (JM) and Two Stage (ST).
1. Maximum likelihood (ML) (Jelinek, 1997): In this method we use a simple language model to represent the document θ ML_D
(see Eq. (1)).
= =θ ML P w D
c w D
D
_ ( )
# ( , )
D ML
(1)
where c w D# ( , ) denotes the number of times the word w occurs in document D, and |D| refers to the number of words in the
document D.
To introduce the opinion concept in this model, we smooth the model of document with the model of reference collection.
2. Jelinek Mercer (JM) (Bahl, Jelinek, & Mercer, 1983): In this method, we interpolate the model of Maximum Likelihood PML(w|D)
with the language model of reference collection PML(w|R) using a coeﬃcient λd ﬁxed to control smoothing for these two models,
where PML(w|R) represents the probability that a term w appears in the test collection R. This method is expressed by the Eq. (2).
= = + −θ JM P w D λ P w D λ P w R_ ( ) * ( ) (1 )* ( )D JM d ML d ML (2)
1 http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/.
2 https://techcrunch.com/tag/opinmind/.
It is clear that if coeﬃcient =λ 1d the model of D is an ML model, and if =λ 0d it is the same as reference collection’s model P
(w|R). For any other value of this coeﬃcient, the document’s model is generated by the model of the reference collection. This is
used to boost the documents containing the terms of reference collection.
3. Dirichlet (DIR) (Zhai & Laﬀerty, 2001): This method also interpolates the ML model with a model of reference collection to
encourage holders of opinion documents, with a dynamic smoothing parameter λ which changes depending on the length of the
document. The model is represented by Eq. (3) where =
+
λ
D
D µ
and μ is a ﬁxed parameter. This means that if the document is
long, then the smoothing is low.
= =
+
+
+
θ DIR P w D
D
D µ
P w D
µ
D µ
P w R_ ( ) ( ) ( )D DIR ML ML
(3)
4. Two Stage (TS) (Zhai & Laﬀerty, 2002): In this method, a combination of both smoothing models is made, this combination
improves the representation of the document θD. First the document is estimated using Dirichlet smoothing with a dynamic
coeﬃcient =
+
λ
D
D µ
depending on the size of the document D.
But this model penalize longer documents. To remedy for this problem a second smoothing method based on Jenlinek Mercer used
with a ﬁxed smoothing coeﬃcient γD. This combination of two smoothing models can smooth any kind of document, regardless of
its size, with the language model of the reference collection. Another advantage of this double smoothing is that the document
view is doubly boosted due to the insertion of the R model (of opinion model) in the model Dirichlet and the model of Jenlinek
Mercer on a same time. This method is represented by Eq. (4).
= =
+
+
+ −θ TS P w D γ
c w D µP w R
D µ
γ P w R_ ( )
# ( ) ( )
(1 ) ( )D TS D
ML
D ML
(4)
To reinforce this concept of subjectivity, we also propose to consider the subjectivity a priori of a term based on the lexical
resource SentiWordNet (SWN) (Esuli & Sebastiani, 2006).
SWN assigns three numerical scores (Obj(s), Pos(s), Neg(s)) to each synset of the WordNet describing how objective, positive or
negative the terms within a synset are. The range of three scores lies in interval [0, 1] and sum of all the scores equals to 1. A
template of SWN is shown in Fig. 2. Template of SentiWordNet with ﬁrst column: Parts of Speech (POS) of the Synset, 2nd column:
Oﬀset of the Synset in WordNet, 3rd Column: Positive Score of the Synset, 4th Column: Negative Score of the Synset, 5th Column:
Entries of a Synset Quantitative analysis of the glosses of the synsets is performed to obtain three scores. The idea behind the
creation of SWN was that diﬀerent senses of a term might have diﬀerent semantic orientations. For example, the term estimable is
Fig. 1. Opinion ﬁnding approach.
objective (i.e. Obj(estimable) = 1.0 with its Pos = Neg = 0.0) corresponding to its sense may be computed or estimated and SWN
scores for the same term become as Obj(estimable) = 0.25, Neg(estimable) = 0 and Pos(estimable) = 0.75 when its sense
deserving of respect.
A simple way to measure the subjectivity of a term in SWN is taking the average subjectivity (positive and negative) of synsets in
which the term appears. In fact, this approach is rather simplistic; it makes no disambiguation of terms. We calculate the sub-
jectivity score of a term by summing the positive and negative scores in all synsets of the term and dividing the total by the
number of synset (see Eq. (5)).
∑=
+
∈
Subj w
Neg si Pos si
sens w
( )
( ( ) ( ))
( )
si sens w( ) (5)
Where respectively Neg(si) or Pos(si) is the negative/positive score of sense (or synset) si of term w as found in SentiWordNet SWN
and |sens(w)| is the total number of senses for term w in SWN.
Considering this subjectivity, the model of document θD will be represented by Eq. (6).
=θ M Subj P w D Subj w_ _ ( )* ( )D M (6)
With M ∈ {ML, DIR, JM, TS}
After representation the model of document, we proceed to modelling the reference collection.
3.2. Language model to represent reference collection
The model of reference collection is also estimated in diﬀerent ways. Eqs. (7)–(11) refers respectively to Eqs. (1)–(4) and (6)
where some parameters are changed. We explain all equations as following:
The ﬁrst model is based on a simple probability frequency of terms in the reference collection (see Eq. (7)).
= =θ ML P w R
c w R
R
_ ( )
# ( , )
R ML
(7)
where c w R# ( , ) denotes the number of times the word w occurs in the reference collection R and |R| refers to the number of words in
the reference collection.
If a term of the document does not appear in the reference collection then it will have a probability equal to zero. This model does
not boost the terms that belong to the test collection. Thus three smoothing models are used (the same as used previously in the
modeling of the document), these models combine the model of the reference collection (R) with the model of the test collection (C).
The ﬁrst smoothing model is based on the model of Jenlinek Mercer represented by the Eq. (8).
= = + −θ JM P w R λ P w R λ P w C_ ( ) * ( ) (1 )* ( )R JM r ML r ML (8)
Where λr is smoothing parameter and C is the test collection. This smoothing change with the value given to the variable λr. This
means that it favours large documents containing the terms of the collection.
The second model is based on the Dirichlet smoothing model, represented by the Eq. (9), with a smoothing factor equal to
+
R
R µ
where μ is a ﬁxed parameter.
= =
+
+
+
θ DIR P w R
R
R µ
P w R
µ
R µ
P w C_ ( ) ( ) ( )R DIR ML ML
(9)
Where PML(w|C) is the probability that term w is in the test collection C.
These two models (JM and DIR) solved the problem to end up with a zero probability when a document does not contain the terms
of reference collection by adding the probability PML(w|C).
The third proposed model, called Two Stage, is a combination of the two modeles represented by Eq. (10).
= = + −
+
+
θ TS P w R γ P w R γ
c w C µP w R
C µ
_ ( ) ( ) (1 )
# ( , ) ( )
R TS R ML R
ML
(10)
γR is coeﬃcient ﬁxed to control smoothing models. This model has the advantage of boosting doubly opinionated documents
Fig. 2. SentiWordNet.
because it inserts twice probability of P(w|R) in the ML model and in the DIR model. To booster advantage of subjective words, we
propose to weight each term with its subjectivity score, as was done for the model document. The model of reference collection is
represented by the general Eq. (11).
=θ M Subj P w R Subj w_ _ ( )* ( )R M (11)
With M ∈ {ML, DIR, JM, TS}
After modeling the document and the reference collection, we deﬁne in the following diﬀerent opinion scores that we have used
to re-rank opinionated documents.
4. Opinion score
We propose to calculate the score of opinion at document level in various functions. We ﬁrst use, the Kullback–Leibler divergence
(Score KL R D R_ _ ( , )) (Zhai & Laﬀerty, 2001).
∑=
∈
Score KL R D R θ log
θ
θ
_ _ ( , ) *
w D
D
D
R (12)
Where θD and θR are the language models of respectively the document and the collection of opinions as they were deﬁned in the
previous sections. This opinion score function computes the divergence between diﬀerent probability distributions. When the score is
lower it means that the document is similar to the reference collection.
A second way to calculate the opinion score is to assess the joint probability of all terms of the document. This amounts to
compute the product of the probabilities of weighted terms of the entire document (see Eq. (13)):
∏=
∈
Score prod R D P w D_ _ ( ) ( )
w D (13)
The intuition here is the following: the distribution of words in the document is supposed to model the importance of words in the
document and boost the opinion words. This means that more Score prod R D_ _ ( ) is higher more the document contains opinions. The
third way to measure the score is given by the following equation:
∑=
∈
Score mixte R D Opinion w P w D_ _ ( ) ( )* ( )
w D (14)
This score takes into account the opinion score represented by Opinion(w) and the frequency of words in the document re-
presented by P(w|D).
The opinion score is expressed by the terms of the document that must be in the reference collection P(w|R) and in the lexicon
SentiWordNet (Subj).
=Opinion w P w R subj w( ) ( )* ( ) (15)
All scores calculated in this section are not referring to the relevant concept. We recall that our aim is to study the opinion
dimension only. Regarding the relevance dimension, we considered that it is calculated also using any information retrieval model.
Therefore, to return a list of relevant documents to the query and expressing an opinion about it, we propose to combine in diﬀerent
ways relevance score and opinion score. This is discussed in the last part of the experimental section.
5. Experimentation results
5.1. Data collections
To evaluate our proposition, we conducted experiments using the TREC Blog 2006 data set as our test collection and the IMDB,
CHESLY, MPQA and ROTTEN resources as our reference collection data.
5.1.1. Test collection: TREC Blogs track
The TREC Blog 2006 data collection (Voorhees, 2006) consists of more than 3.2 million blogs crawled for a period of 11 weeks
from December 2005 to February 2006. The Text REtrieval Conference proposes a set of subjects (50 topics per year) and relevant
judgements (qrels) tagged according to the following scheme: 0 for irrelevant blogs, 1 for relevant blogs, 2 for blogs with negative
opinions, 3 for those with mixed opinions and 4 for those with positive opinions. In order to facilitate direct comparison between
systems, ﬁve relevance retrieval baselines have been provided by TREC organizers, selected from the best performing retrieval runs
submitted by participating groups. The best baseline is baseline4,3 and we accordingly compare our results with this baseline.
5.1.2. Reference opinion data collection
We used diﬀerent corpora of opinion collections as our reference collection. The ﬁrst corpus is provided by Pang and Lee (2004)
3 http://trec.nist.gov/data/blog08.html.
and contains 1000 positive and 1000 negative full-text movie reviews taken from the IMDB archive.4 The second corpus constitutes
50,000 subjective sentences from Rotten Tomatoes customer review snippets.5 The third is the MPQA opinion corpus,6 which con-
tains 10,657 sentences across 535 documents. These documents are extracted from 187 diﬀerent foreign and U.S. news sources from
June 2001 and May 2002. The last corpus, CHESLEY (Chesley, Vincent, Xu, & Srihari, 2006), is a manually annotated dataset of
objective and subjective documents developed by Chesley et al. (2006). It contains 496 subjective and 580 objective documents.
Before using these corpora as our test collection and reference opinion data collection, we tagged them for parts of speech (POS-
tagging) using CRFTagger (Phan, 2006). In keeping with several studies (Bruce & Wiebe, 1999; Wiebe, Bruce, & O’Hara, 1999), we
considered only the adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns including subjective information.
5.2. Results
As previously mentioned, the purpose of our study is to investigate the opinion dimension of opinion retrieval exclusively. In
order to evaluate the performance of our approach, we used the list of relevant documents supplied by TREC assessors, TREC Topics
2006. We then reordered the documents based on their opinion scores. Evaluation results are presented in terms of average precision
(AP) for queries and mean average precision (MAP) for sets of queries and documents graded 10 for accuracy (i.e., P@10). We
conducted some preliminary experiments and set smoothing parameters λ to 0.6 and μ to 0.1.
We evaluated our approach in diﬀerent ways:
• the impact of SWN-calculated subjectivity on opinion detection;
• the impact of the reference collection on opinion detection;
• the impact of the document model on opinion detection;
• the impact of opinion scores on opinion detection;
• the impact of the method used for combining opinion score and relevance score on opinion detection.
5.2.1. Impact of SentiWordNet on opinion detection
In this experiment, we aimed to measure the impact of SWN calculated subjectivity on opinion detection. In order to do so, we
compared the obtained results from the two models (document and reference) when incorporating subjectivity (θ ML Subj_ _ ,D
θ ML Subj_ _R ) and when not incorporating subjectivity (θ ML_ ,D θ ML_R ). We restricted the study to ML language models due to our
focus on the role of SWN-calculated subjectivity on models not already improuve by smoothing techniques. The opinion scores were
calculated according to the three scores (Score prod R D_ _ ( ), Score KL R D_ _ ( ), Score mixte R D_ _ ( )). The best results, shown in Table 1,
were obtained using the Score KL R D_ _ ( ). Table 1 shows the MAP and P@10 values obtained for all 50 queries.
The results reveal that the model incorporating subjectivity was better than the model that did not (16% improvement on the
MAP and 143% on P@10). We conclude that the SWN lexicon is a rich source of opinion words, even in blogs.
5.2.2. Impact of the reference collection model on opinion detection
We also studied the impact of the language model of the reference collection on opinion detection, with the aim of discovering the
best model for representing reference collections. In order to do so, we considered the model of the document as a representation
(θ ML_D ) so as not to bias the results and reference model of the three models mentioned previously ((θ DIR_R ), (θ JM_R ) and (θ TS_R )).
We calculated the opinion score using three scores, the best results shown in Table 2, were obtained using the Score KL R D R_ _ ( , ).
Table 2 details the results obtained in terms of the MAP and P@10 for all requests.
We note that the best result was produced by the pair (ML, TS). Speciﬁcally, the best representation of the reference collection was
a two-stage model, with an improvement of over 39.26 in the MAP and 73.43 in the P@10 compared to other representations. A
smoothing reference model with a model of the test document therefore improves opinion detection.
5.2.3. Impact of the document model on opinion detection
In order to study the impact of the test documents language model on opinion detection, we considered the model of the
document in the three performances mentioned previously (θ DIR_D ), (θ JM_D ) and (θ TS_D )). The model that best represents the
reference collection (θ TS_R ) was then deduced from the previous study. The opinion scores considered are those obtained by the
Score KL R D R_ _ ( , ) (see Table 3), because they give better results than the other scores. Table 3 displays the MAP and P@10 results
obtained on all requests. The results demonstrate that the two stage model was the best model for representing opinionated docu-
ments, with an improvement of more than 4.88% in the MAP and 6.35% in accuracy compared to other representations.
The improvement of the result is until less because we use the best representation of the reference model that is smoothed with the
test document model. We can conclude that using a reference model in the model of the test document improves the opinion score.
5.2.4. Impact of opinion scores on opinion detection
Finally, we compared the three scoring functions proposed in the previous section, namely the score based on the KL divergence
4 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/.
5 https://github.com/cacoderquan/Sentiment-Analysis-on-the-Rotten-Tomatoes-movie-review-dataset.
6 http://www.cs.pitt.edu/mpqa/.
(Score KL R D R_ _ ( , )), the score based on the product of weighted terms (Score Prod R D_ _ ( )) and the mixed score (Score Mixte R D_ _ ( )).
We made use of optimal representations for our document and reference collection, as derived from our previous study θ TS( _D and
θ TS_ )R .
The results are represented in Table 4. We ﬁnd that the KL divergence produces much better results than those obtained by the
(Score Prod R D_ _ ( )) and (Score Mixte R D_ _ ( )) functions.
This is explained by the way in which the KL divergence explicitly expresses the concept of opinion in two diﬀerent ways: in the
model of the document θd and in the reference model θR. While the score for which is based on the product, the concept of opinion is
expressed only in the probability P(w|D), explaining its low performance. The mixed score, meanwhile, also expresses the concept of
opinion in two ways with the probabilities P(w|R) and Subj(w) but diﬀers from the KL divergence by including the concept of
frequency words, expressed by the probability P(W|D). The poor results obtained by the mixed score as compared to the similarity
score reﬂect the fact that the repetition of a slightly subjective term several times in a document does not guarantee that this
document is highly subjective, while a subjective term repeated only once in the document may make it highly opinionated.
6. Combining relevance and opinion scores
Due to our focus on assessing the opinion dimension exclusively, the results detailed above do not take into account the relevance
of documents. In order to ﬁnd relevant documents expressing an opinion, we propose combining the opinion score Opinion(D) of a
document with its relevance score. The opinion score of a document is calculated on Score KL R D_ _ ( ), based on the best performances
in previous studies (θ TS_D and θ TS_R ). The relevance score of a document to a query Retrieval(D, q) is provided by TREC. We
combined the relevance and opinion scores in two diﬀerent ways: The ﬁrst score was based on a linear combination given by Eq. (16).
= + −Score Final Linear D α Retrieval D q α Opinion D_ _ ( ) * ( , ) (1 )* ( ) (16)
The second was based on a product combination given by Eq. (17).
=Score Final Product D Retrieval D q Opinion D_ _ ( ) ( , )* ( ) (17)
Retrieval(D, q) represents the retrieval score of the document D for query q, Opinion(D) represents the opinion score of the
document D calculated with the best measure score of opinion detection (Score KL R D R_ _ ( , )), represented in Eq. (12) and α represents
a smoothing parameter.
Table 1
Result of MAP and P@10 for models that take-do not take a subjectivity SWN.
Conﬁguration MAP P@10
with Subjectivity 0.1488 0.2896
without Subjectivity 0.1279 0.1187
Table 2
Results of MAP and P@10 for diﬀerent models to represent reference collection.
Model(document, reference) MAP P@10
(ML, DIR) 0.1231 0.1375
(ML, JM) 0.1782 0.3646
(ML, TS) 0.2098 0.4354
Table 3
Result of MAP and P@10 for diﬀerent model to represent test document.
Model (document, reference) MAP P@10
(DIR, TS) 0.2122 0.4417
(JM, TS) 0.2260 0.4750
(TS, TS) 0.2298 0.4875
Table 4
Result of MAP and P@10 for diﬀerent opinion score.
Opinion score MAP P@10
Similarity Score KL R D_ _ ( ) 0.2298 0.4875
Product Score Prod R D_ _ ( ) 0.1131 0.1333
Mixte Score Mixte R D_ _ ( ) 0.1654 0.3125
Table 5 lists the results of MAP and P@10 scores of both conﬁgurations (Produced and Linear) and the best baseline TREC
(baseline 4)7.
These results demonstrate that both conﬁgurations improve baseline4. The lowest result for these two conﬁgurations was pro-
duced by the product combination. This is most likely explained by the product combinations weighting of the relevance score and
the opinion score, as compared to the linear combination, which promotes more opinionated documents by assigning = 0.1. There
was an improvement of more than 14.26% in the MAP and 28.48% in the P@10 to linear score compared to the product score. We
also observe that the conﬁguration based on the linear score produced an improvement of more than 10.65% in the MAP and 24.84%
in the P@10 compared to the best result produced by TREC, baseline4. The signiﬁcance of these improvements on the baseline were
validated with a t-test (with p < 0.05).
We also compared our work with other approaches, such as the work of Ellen Voorhees and al. Song et al. (2007), which obtained
a MAP of 0.1885 and a P@10 of 0.5120 using TREC evaluation. Our approach improved on this work by more than 43.51% at the
MAP level and 24.84% at the P@10 level. In addition, we compared our results against studies that did not participate in TREC but
made use of the same collection and topics. In particular, we compared our work with the work of Seki and Uehara (2009), who
obtain the best results with a MAP of 0.3221 but no P@10 calculation. With our approach, we improved on the MAP of these results
by 3.67%. Compared to the work of Missen, Boughanem, and Cabanac (2010), who obtained a MAP of 0.3303 and a P@10 of 0.6340,
our results show an improvement of 1.22% and 3.08%, respectively.
7. Conclusion
In this article, we propose an approach for identifying opinionated documents. In particular, we assume that a document contains
opinions if it is similar to the opinionated collection (or reference collection). In order to measure this, we model the document and
the reference collection using diﬀerent language models. We adapt language models used in information retrieval to represent the
query and document for opinion detection. In order to do so, we introduce a document model in the reference collection and a
reference model in the document model using several smoothing methods. Our study further extends from modelling and improving
opinion detection to include an examination of the impact of diﬀerent factors that inﬂuence opinion retrieval. For example, we
investigate whether the SWN lexicon is adapted to the language of blogs or contains opinion words that appear in blogs. We also
evaluate diﬀerent language models to identify the best representation of a document or reference collection. Finally, we calculate
various scores for re-ranking opinion documents. The conducted experiments validate our hypothesis on the use of opinionated
collections without analysis (i.e., subjective words extraction). We also conclude that our smoothing models best represent opinio-
nated documents and scores based on similarity using KL divergence. Our results represent a signiﬁcant improvement on the obtained
TREC baseline, as well as other conﬁgurations. Our future work will focus on two main points. Firstly, we will investigate a better
method for modeling opinion sources. In our current approach, all the terms in the reference collection are used; it would be valuable
to discover a method to boost more subjective terms. Secondly, we will extend our language model to incorporate polarity detection.
More speciﬁcally, the ability to identify whether the opinion expressed in a document is positive, negative or neutral would enable us
to obtain additional information on the given subject. We will also focus on the use of various document information such as date,
gender, age, proﬁle and subject category for results validation and recommendations. It may also be valuable to investigate the
existence of inﬂuencing factors in order to improve opinion detection. In a discussion about makeup, for example, a likely inﬂuencing
factor is gender; when discussing phones, however, the likely factor is age. Once such factors are determined, their level of conﬁdence
will need to be determined.
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